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ABSTRACT:  

Following our recent work to reduce a dimension of a set of reference structures along the intrinsic 

reaction coordinate (IRC) by a classical multidimensional scaling (CMDS) approach (J. Chem. Theory 

Comput. 2018, 14, 4263−4270), we propose the method to project on-the-fly trajectories into a 

reduced-dimension subspace determined by the IRC network, using the out-of-sample extension of 

CMDS. The method was applied to the SN2 reaction, OH- + CH3F, in which trajectories show a 

bifurcating nature around the highly-curved region of the IRC path, and to the structural 

transformation of Au5 cluster in which the global reaction path network consists of five equilibrium 

structures and 14 IRCs. It was demonstrated that the present analysis can visualize the dynamics effect 

by showing a dynamic reaction route on the basis of the static reaction paths.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)1 is defined as a steepest descent path in mass-weighted 

coordinates, which connects two minima (MINs) via one transition state (TS) on a potential energy 

surface (PES). A variation of geometrical structures along the IRC provides an intuitive picture of 

chemical reaction process. In the last decade, an automated reaction path search approach has been 

proposed and developed, which includes anharmonic downward distortion following (ADDF) and 

artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) methods.2 By employing such automated reaction path search 

methods, a global reaction route map consisting of all IRC paths could be constructed for a given 

molecular system. From the viewpoint of dynamics, it is known that a molecule is pushed off the IRC 

path around a highly-curved region due to a centrifugal force, leading to the excitation of the 

transverse vibrational modes.3–5 It is also known that an unstable ridge region sometimes appears on 

the IRC path through a valley-ridge inflection (or transition) point, which leads to the reaction path 

bifurcation in some cases.6–8 Such dynamics effects can be examined by trajectory on-the-fly 

molecular dynamics (TOF-MD) approach9–11 in which atomic positions and velocities are evolved by 

the Newton's equation of motion based on the atomic forces determined from quantum chemical 

calculations. On-the-fly trajectories explore the PES with a given energy, and the route is not restricted 

to the IRC paths; they can reach several different isomer structures or dissociative products. To clarify 

the dynamic reaction routes, we very recently proposed a trajectory mapping method on the basis of a 

global reaction path network, which was applied to structural transformations of a small gold cluster; 

we discussed dynamics features of the reactive trajectories, and elucidated mechanism such as an 

IRC-jump and bifurcations of trajectory ensembles.12 Very recently, Olasz and Czakó proposed a new 

approach to analyze on-the-fly trajectories in the coordinate space by combining 

Eckart-transformation-based approach and stationary-point probability.13 Vázquez et al. also 

developed a unique approach of transition state search using chemical dynamics simulation (tsscds), 

which employs a concept of accelerated MD simulation and graph theory to get candidates of TS 

geometries.14 
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To get a physical interpretation on dynamic reaction routes based on the global reaction path 

network, the structures in the network must be located in appropriate positions. In other words, similar 

structures should be located close to each other while largely different structures should be located far 

away. A classical multidimensional scaling (CMDS) technique15,16 enables us to locate each structure 

in an appropriate position in the global reaction path network. Recently, Li et al. employed the CMDS 

method to analyze trajectories obtained by the surface-hopping nonadiabatic on-the-fly dynamics 

simulation.17 In our previous study,18 the CMDS method was employed to visualize the IRC paths for 

an intramolecular proton transfer in malonaldehyde and of the collision reaction, OH- + CH3F → 

[CH3OH…F]-, as well as the global reaction path network for a small gold cluster, in a reduced 

dimension.  

Once the global reaction path network is prepared in a reduced dimension by the CMDS method, 

dynamic reaction routes could be discussed by projecting on-the-fly trajectories into the reduced 

subspace. Mapping a new data set into the subspace spanned by a known data set is possible by 

employing "out-of-sample extensions" of CMDS formulated by Trosset and Priebe.19 The 

out-of-sample extension of CMDS (oCMDS) was applied to a classification of protein conformers 

where on-the-fly trajectories were embedded into the CMDS configurational space constructed by five 

crystal structures corresponding to typical conformers.20 In this paper, we propose the method to study 

the dynamic reaction routes in the subspace determined by the IRC path and the global reaction path 

network, using the TOF-MD simulations and oCMDS analysis. We demonstrate the usefulness of the 

oCMDS analysis through applications to the collision reaction, OH- + CH3F, and the structural 

transformation of a small gold cluster. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, the CMDS procedure for the reference structures on the IRC is described briefly, 

and then, the oCMDS approach is introduced to project on-the-fly trajectories into the 

reduced-dimensional subspace. A geometrical structure of N-atomic molecule can be represented by 

3N mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, ξ, where the origin of the coordinate axes is taken at the 

center of mass. Then, the difference of two structures, ξ i and ξ j, can be measured by the distance 

function defined as,  

( ) ( )( )
3 2

1

N
k k

ij i j i j
k

d ξ ξ
=

= − = −∑ξ ξ  (1) 

where ξ i
(k) denotes the k-th coordinate of the i-th structure. For a pair of molecular geometries, ξ i and 

ξ j, the direction of x-y-z coordinate axes are determined to minimize dij by the Kabsch algorithm.21 

Recently, we proposed the trajectory mapping method12 which describes the dynamical reaction paths 

based on the distance functions between the points on the trajectory and the reference structures taken 

over the static reaction path network. 

Hence, we pick up n reference structures along the IRC, denoted by {ξ i
IRC, i = 1, …, n}, and 

employ the CMDS method to determine the subspace based on the reference structural data.18 The 

CMDS procedure consists of four steps15,16:  

Step 1. Generate a distance matrix D with the ij-th element dij in eq. (1). 

Step 2. Apply a Young-Householder transformation22 (called a double centering) to the squared 

distance matrix (2) 2
ij ijd=D  in order to get an inner matrix Q. 

T
(2)1 1 1

2
   = − − −   
   n n

Q E 1 D E 1  (2) 

Here, E is a unit matrix and 1 is a square matrix with all elements as 1. 

Step 3. Diagonalize Q. Eigenvalues {λ1, …, λn} and the corresponding eigenvectors {L1, …, Ln} are 

ordered in a descending way of the eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ … ≥ λn). 
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Step 4. Take p largest eigenvalues {λ1, …, λp} with the corresponding eigenvectors {L1, …, Lp}, and 

generate principal coordinates ( )1λ= ≤ ≤a aa a pY L . 

The contribution of the respective principal coordinate to represent the relative positions of the 

reference structures is measured by the proportion Λa
16 defined as 

a
a b

cc

λ
λ

Λ =
∑

 (3) 

where b is the number of nonnegative eigenvalues of λc. The representability in the reduced 

dimensional subspace spanned by {Y1, …, Yp} can be evaluated by the cumulated proportion Λ16,  

p
cc

b
cc

λ

λ
Λ = ∑

∑
 (4) 

When Λ is close to 1, information of the relative positions of the reference structures is almost kept in 

a p-dimensional principal coordinate space. 

In the oCMDS method, out-of-sample data are projected on the p-dimensional CMDS 

coordinate space.19 To illustrate the procedure of the oCMDS method, we introduce distance matrices, 

Dn×n, Dn×m, and Dm×m, for the reference structures and out-of-sample structures where n and m denote 

the number of the reference structures and out-of-sample structures, respectively. Then, the squared 

distance matrix A involving ( )2
n n×D , ( )2

n m×D , and ( )2
m m×D  is defined as 

(2) (2)

(2) T (2)
n n n m

n m m m

× ×

× ×

 
≡  

 

D D
A

D D
 (5) 

where (2) T
×n mD  denotes a transposed matrix of (2)

×n mD . Next, a double centering is carried out for A 

following the Trosset formula,19 

( )
TT T1τ

2
   ⋅ ⋅

= = − − −   
   n nw

e w e wB A E A E  (6) 

where E is a unit matrix, e is a column vector of n + m dimension with all elements as 1, and w is a 

column vector of n + m dimension with 1 (first n components) and 0 (remaining m components). The 
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out-of-sample problem to obtain p-dimensional coordinates X(n+m)×p for out-of-sample structures is 

now solved by minimization of the following function,19  

2T T
2T

T Tmin min n n n m

m n m m

× ×

× ×

 − −
− =  

− − 

B YY B YZ
B XX

B ZY B ZZ
 (7) 

where Bn×n, Bn×m, Bm×n, and Bm×m are a part of the inner matrix of B with n + m dimension. X denotes 

p-dimensional coordinates as 

( )
×

+ ×
×

 
= ≡  

 

n p
n m p

m p

Y
X X

Z  (8) 

where Yn×p and Zm×p are coordinates for n reference structures and m out-of-sample structures, 

respectively. Hence, variables for optimization in Eq. (7) are only elements of Zm×p, and through this 

optimization, the principal coordinates can be determined for out-of-sample structures in the 

p-dimensional CMDS subspace.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 SN2 Reaction of OH- + CH3F → [CH3OH…F]- 

As the first target reaction, we chose the collision reaction, OH- + CH3F. First, the IRC was 

calculated for this reaction at the MP2/6-31+G* level, and the CMDS method was employed for 101 

reference structures taken along the IRC path. Then, TOF-MD simulation was carried out at the same 

computational level, starting from the TS region. As the initial conditions, normal coordinates and 

conjugate momenta were determined randomly near the TS based on the Boltzmann distribution at 300 

K, and then 50 trajectories which initially moved toward the product region were selected. The time 

step was taken as 0.1 fs, and the respective trajectories were run over 1000 fs, until the C-F 

interatomic distance reaches 8 Å, or until the distance function between the point on the trajectory and 

the product structure P reaches 5 Å amu1/2. Lastly, the oCMDS method was employed to project 

on-the-fly trajectories into the two-dimensional subspace determined for the IRC path by the CMDS 

method. In the present application, structural data of on-the-fly trajectories was added one by one as 

out-of-samples to project it onto the coordinate space determined by the IRC. The electronic structure 

calculations were performed by the GAMESS program,23 while TOF-MD simulations were performed 

by the SPPR program24. 

For N-atomic molecule, the IRC is regarded as a one-dimensional curved pathway in 3N – 6 

dimensional coordinate space. The reaction path tangent vector v for the IRC is defined as  

( ) ( )IRCd s
s

ds
=

ξ
v  (9) 

where s denotes a reaction coordinate and ξIRC(s) denotes the mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates of 

the structure at s on the IRC. A curvature vector v'(s) and the corresponding scalar curvature κ(s) are 

defined as  

( ) ( ) ( )2 IRC

2

d s d s
s

ds ds
′ = =

v ξ
v  (10) 

( ) ( )s sκ ′= v  (11) 
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The reaction path curvature vector can be calculated by numerical differentiation of the reaction path 

tangent vector, and the scalar curvature is defined as the norm of the curvature vector.5 Figure 1 shows 

variations of the energy (black dots) and scalar curvature (red dots) along the IRC for the reaction, 

OH- + CH3F → [CH3OH…F]-, where A (s = 1.74 Å amu1/2) and B (s = 5.36 Å amu1/2) correspond to 

the structures at the maximum of the scalar curvature in the product side. Geometrical changes along 

the IRC indicate that (1) F- first attempts to dissociate from CH3 until reaching the structure A, (2) F- 

starts to roam around CH3OH moiety (from A to B), and (3) a hydrogen-bonded structure is formed 

with an internal rotation of CH3 fragment, which corresponds to the IRC terminal (from B to P). The 

large path curvature around A suggests a possible energy transfer between the C-F bond dissociation 

mode and F- roaming mode. In order to discuss in more detail which modes are excited through the 

curvature of IRC, it is useful to project the reaction path curvature vector to the vibrational modes 

orthogonal to IRC,3 or converting it to an internal coordinate representation in a scheme of unified 

reaction valley approach (URVA).25 

 

 

Figure 1. The energy profile (black dots) and the scalar curvature (red dots) along the IRC for OH- + 

CH3F → [CH3OH…F]-. Geometrical structures of reactant (R), TS, two highly-curved regions (A and 

B), and product (P) are also shown. 
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In the same way as our previous study,18 the CMDS method was employed to visualize the 

IRC path for OH- + CH3F → [CH3OH…F]- in a reduced dimension. In the present computations, 101 

geometries along the IRC were picked up, and the distance matrix D was generated for these reference 

geometries with the ij-th element dij defined in Eq. (1). Following the steps 2 ~ 4 in Section 2, the 

principal coordinates (denoted by PCo) were determined to represent the IRC path effectively in a 

reduced-dimensional subspace. Figure 2 shows the IRC path in the two-dimensional principal 

coordinates, PCo1 and PCo2. The proportions for PCo1 and PCo2 are Λ1 = 0.819 and Λ2 = 0.134, 

respectively, and the cumulated proportion Λ for these two-dimensions is 0.953, indicating that most 

geometrical information of the IRC path is represented in this two-dimensional subspace. In Fig. 2, 

positions of reactant (R), transition state (TS), highly-curvature points (A, B), and product (P) are also 

shown where the region around B shows a high curvature but the region around A shows a calm 

curvature because of a reduction of the dimension. As discussed in our previous study,18 PCo1 

correlates with an O-C-F bond angle (related to F- roaming) while PCo2 correlates with a C-F 

interatomic distance (related to C-F dissociation).  

 

Figure 2. The IRC for OH- + CH3F → [CH3OH…F]- projected to the two-dimensional principal 

coordinate subspace. R, TS, and P denote the reactant, transition state, and product, respectively, while 

A and B denote the points with maximum of the reaction path curvature. The color shows the potential 

energy relative to the energy of P.  
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Next, we turn to a dynamical aspect of this reaction on the basis of on-the-fly trajectories. 

Sun et al.10 reported a pioneering work for this reaction to demonstrate the significance of non-IRC 

path by TOF-MD simulations at the MP2 level, where only 10% of trajectories reach the terminal of 

the IRC path, [CH3OH…F]-, while 90% of trajectories lead to the dissociated products, CH3OH + F-. 

The origin of non-IRC path was discussed based on the inefficient intramolecular vibrational energy 

distribution (IVR); the trajectories proceeding along the IRC need to turn their direction to the deep 

minimum of [CH3OH…F]- through the IVR between the O-C---F- bending mode and the relative 

translation motion of CH3OH and F-, but this IVR is very inefficient, resulting in the energy release to 

the relative translational motion of CH3OH and F- rather than the O-C---F- bending mode. In the 

present TOF-MD simulations at the same MP2 level, 50 trajectories were run from the TS toward the 

product side, where 11 trajectories proceed near the IRC while 39 trajectories lead to the dissociation 

of F- from CH3OH. Among the 39 trajectories leading to CH3OH + F-, two trajectories show a return 

of F- to the moiety of CH3OH, making a complex of [CH3OH…F]- near the structures A and B. 

Following our previously proposed method,12 we calculated distance functions for all the points along 

the trajectories from the reference structures, R, TS, A, B, and P, and plotted those as a function of 

time. Figure 3 shows changes of the distance functions for (a) a typical trajectory proceeding near the 

IRC, (b) a typical trajectory leading to CH3OH + F-, and (c) a typical trajectory where F- leaves once 

and comes back to the CH3OH moiety. Fig. 3a indicates that the trajectory proceeds along the IRC as 

TS → A → B → P (the closest structure changes in this order); the trajectory calculation was stopped 

at 346.9 fs when the distance function from P reached 5 Å amu1/2. In the case of Figs. 3b and 3c, the 

trajectories depart from the IRC in the region between A and B, suggesting that they follow the 

non-IRC route of C-F dissociation due to an inertial force. This feature is related to the inefficient 

IVR10 around the highly-curved region. In a case of Fig. 3b, the C-F interatomic distance reaches 8 Å 

at 279.2 fs, while in a case of Fig. 3c, F- could not escape from CH3OH and returns to the structure A 

at 740.0 fs, due to an electrostatic interaction (F- continues leaving and returning motions). 
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Figure 3. Variations of the distance functions from the reference structures, R, TS, A, B, and P, for (a) 

a typical trajectory proceeding near the IRC, (b) a typical trajectory leading to CH3OH + F-, and (c) a 

typical trajectory where F- leaves once and comes back to the CH3OH moiety. 
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Hence, we employed the oCMDS method to map on-the-fly trajectories into the reduced 

two-dimensional subspace determined for the IRC by the CMDS method. According to the procedures 

in a previous section, geometrical structures along the trajectories are treated as out-of-sample data 

one by one, and the principal coordinates are determined for each out-of-sample structure by the 

optimization procedure in Eq. (7), using a modified Powell algorithm.26 Figure 4 shows examples of 

three different type of trajectories mapped on the two-dimensional subspace by the oCMDS method, 

corresponding to trajectories in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c: (a) a trajectory proceeding near the IRC, (b) a 

trajectory leading to CH3OH + F-, and (c) a trajectory where F- leaves once and comes back to the 

CH3OH moiety. In the case of Fig. 4a, the molecule starting from TS attempts to depart from the IRC 

around the highly-curved region of B, but it comes back to the IRC path due to an attraction force 

from the IRC, and enters the well region around P. In the case of Fig. 4b, the molecular system largely 

departs from the IRC around the highly-curved region of B, and F- leaves from a moiety of CH3OH. 

In the case of Fig. 4c, the molecular system attempts to depart from the IRC around the highly-curved 

region of B, but it comes back to the region near A. The difference in trajectories between Fig. 4b and 

Fig. 4c may be caused by the energy distribution of F- and CH3O at the highly-curved region around B, 

which works as a bifurcation point in a dynamical sense. The centrifugal force due to a large curvature 

of the IRC pushes the molecule in the direction orthogonal to the IRC path in which major trajectories 

depart from the IRC (leading to the CH3OH + F- dissociation) while minor trajectories return to the 

IRC (leading to the CH3OH…F- complex with a highly-excited vibrational energy).  
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Figure 4. The trajectories projected to the two-dimensional subspace determined for the IRC path: (a) 

a trajectory which proceeds near the IRC and reaches the region around P; (b) a trajectory which 

departs from the IRC at a highly-curved region; (c) a trajectory which could not escape from the IRC 

due to the attraction force from the IRC. The color on the IRC and trajectories denotes the potential 

energy values. 
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We would introduce the significant work related to the present study. Very recently, Hare et 

al.27 proposed a method to reduce the dimensionality of the reaction paths for polyatomic reactions 

based on a principal component analysis (PCA), and demonstrated the methodology by applying it to 

several reactions which involve the collision reaction, OH- + CH3F, following our previous report.18 In 

their approach, the Cartesian coordinates for the reference structures on the IRC are directly used to 

determine the principal components, and then, the coordinates for the corresponding principal 

components are assigned to the points along on-the-fly trajectories. Because of the employment of 

Cartesian coordinates, their approach is more straightforward than our oCMDS approach in which the 

distance functions evaluated for all the pairs of the reference structures are used to determine the 

principal coordinates. However, the PCA approach requires the common x-y-z Cartesian coordinate 

axes, which makes it challenging to apply for largely-different structures, and also, the treatment of 

nuclear-permutation inversion isomers becomes more complicated. We believe that it is valuable to 

develop both of oCMDS and PCA approaches as the new methodology to discuss dynamics effects 

from on-the-fly trajectories mapped on the reduced dimensional subspace determined for the static 

reaction paths.  
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3.2 Global reaction path network of Au5 cluster 

As the second application, oCMDS is applied to the structural changes of Au5 cluster which 

was investigated previously by ADDF,8 TOF-MD,12 and CMDS approaches.18 As shown in Fig. 5, Au5 

cluster has five MINs (MINi; i = 1-5) and 14 TSs and the global reaction path network is composed of 

14 IRCs at the PBE/LanL2DZ level,8 where TSi-j denotes the TS connecting MINi and MINj, and 

TSi-i denotes the TS connecting two nuclear permutation-inversion (NPI) isomers of MINi; the TSs 

which connect the same pair of MINi and MINj are distinguished by a letter (a, b, c, and d). Several 

valley-ridge transition (VRT) points related to a reaction path bifurcation were located on the IRCs. In 

previous study,12 dynamics related to reaction path bifurcation was investigated by TOF-MD 

simulations at the PBE/LanL2DZ level in which 200 trajectories calculated from TS1-1d were 

analyzed by the distance functions. Very recently, we applied18 CMDS to all MINs and TSs involved 

in the global reaction path network of Au5 cluster, and visualized the network onto the two principal 

coordinate subspace. In the present study, we reuse the global reaction path network and the TOF-MD 

trajectories from TS1-1d at the PBE/LanL2DZ level.8,12,18 We first employ CMDS to visualize the 

global reaction path network in a reduced dimension by involving not only MINs and TSs but also the 

molecular structures along the IRCs, and then, the trajectories from TS1-1d are projected onto the 

principal coordinate subspace spanned by the IRC network to verify the dynamic reaction route. 
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Figure 5. All minima, TS structures, and one VRT structure near TS1-1b for Au5 calculated by 

PBE/LanL2DZ.8 The point group and relative energy (in kcal/mol) are also given for each structure. 

 

First, we examine a case of the reaction path bifurcation related to VRT along the IRC from 

TS1-1d to MIN1. By distinguishing NPI isomers,8 three NPI isomers of TS1-1d are located very 

closely (denoted by TS1-1d, TS1-1d', and TS1-1d''), and three IRC paths from the respective TS1-1d 

structures connect two NPI isomers of MIN1 (denoted by MIN1 and MIN1', MIN1'' and MIN1'''', and 

MIN1''' and MIN1''''', respectively). As discussed in the previous study,8 VRT has the corresponding 

transition state, TS1-1b, which also connects two NPI isomers of MIN1 (MIN1 → TS1-1b → MIN1'', 

MIN1'''' → TS1-1b' → MIN1''''', and MIN1' → TS1-1b'' → MIN1'''). Then, CMDS is used to 

determine principal coordinates for the structures along three IRCs connected by TS1-1d, TS1-1d', and 

TS1-1d'' and those along three IRCs connected by TS1-1b, TS1-1b', and TS1-1b'' (in total, 387 

structures). Figure 6a shows six IRCs which are projected on the two-dimensional principal 

coordinate subspace by PCo1 and PCo2 where circles, squares, diamonds, and smaller circles denote 

MINs, TSs, VRTs, and IRC points, respectively. The proportions of PCo1 and PCo2 show the same 
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value, 0.365, indicating that these two principal coordinates belong to a doubly-degenerate symmetry 

representation. The cumulative proportion of the two-dimensional subspace is 0.730, and the IRCs for 

NPI isomers of TS1-1b are not clearly shown in Fig. 6a. Then, we applied CMDS to the reference 

structures in the IRC from TS1-1d to MIN1, the IRC from TS1-1d' to MIN1'', and the IRC from MIN1 

to MIN1'' via TS1-1b (in total, 130 structures). Figure 6b shows these partial IRCs which are projected 

on the two-dimensional subspace. The proportions for PCo1 and PCo2 are Λ1 = 0.528 and Λ2 = 0.432, 

respectively, and the cumulated proportion is 0.960, indicating the almost all configurational 

information is represented in this two-dimensional subspace.  
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Figure 6. The IRCs and TOF-MD trajectories for Au5 structural transformation projected on the 

two-dimensional principal coordinate subspace determined by CMDS and oCMDS analyses where the 

NPI isomers are distinguished, and TSs, MINs, and VRT are denoted by circles, squares, and 

diamonds, respectively, while the structures along the IRCs and trajectories (highlighted by light 

green) are denoted by smaller circles and smaller diamonds, respectively; the color shows the potential 

energy relative to the energy of MIN1: (a) Three IRCs for MIN1 → TS1-1d → MIN1 and three IRCs 

for MIN1 → TS1-1b → MIN1; (b) Two IRCs for TS1-1d → MIN1 and one IRC for MIN1 → TS1-1b 

→ MIN1; (c), (d) TOF-MD trajectory projected on the two-dimensional principal coordinate subspace 

determined by the IRC network. 
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On the basis of the static reaction path network in Fig. 6b, we employed oCMDS to project 

dynamical trajectories on this two-dimensional principal coordinate subspace. Figures 6c and 6d show 

two examples of the trajectories departing from TS1-1d toward MIN1; in case c, the trajectory shows 

an IRC-jump before reaching VRT, reaching MIN1'' (conventional bifurcating mechanism), while in 

case d, the trajectory initially jumps to the side of TS1-1d', but returns to the original IRC around the 

VRT'', reaching MIN1. In both cases, the dynamic reaction routes include an IRC-jump process, which 

was introduced in previous study.12 

Next, we discuss the dynamic reaction route based on the reduced principal coordinate 

subspace determined by the static reaction path network in which NPI isomers are not distinguished. 

In our previous study,18 we generated the two-dimensional principal coordinate subspace for the 

structural transformation of Au5, in which five MINs and 14 TSs are included as reference structures in 

CMDS analysis (in total, 19 structures); the result is shown in Fig. 7a where MINs and TSs are 

denoted by circles and squares, respectively, and the IRC connection is represented by a straight line. 

In this study, we added the structures along the 14 IRCs in the reference structures (in total, 336 

structures), and carried out CMDS analysis to determine the two-dimensional principal coordinates; 

the result is shown in Fig. 7b. In comparison with Fig. 7a, the relative positional relation of stationary 

points and the proportions are not so different in spite of much larger number reference structures. In 

Fig. 7b, the cumulated proportion for two principal coordinates is 0.642, and the IRC profiles toward 

MIN2, MIN3, MIN4, and MIN5 are well described but the IRCs around MIN1 are not clearly shown. 

To zoom in the low-energy region around MIN1, we picked up seven IRCs which are connected with 

MIN1 (passing TS1-1a, TS1-1b, TS1-1c, TS1-1d, TS1-2, TS1-3a, or TS1-3b), and carried out CMDS 

analysis for the reference structures chosen from these IRC points (in total, 260 structures). The results 

are shown in Fig. 7c (two-dimension) and Fig. 7d (three-dimension). The proportions for three 

principal coordinates are Λ1 = 0.385, Λ2 = 0.269, and Λ3 = 0.153, and thus, the cumulated proportions 

for two- and three-dimensional map are 0.654 and 0.807, respectively. In comparison with Fig. 7b, Fig. 

7c clearly represents the network structure of the IRCs in the low-energy region. Moreover, 
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considering the third principal coordinate PCo3 in Fig. 7d, the details of the IRC network structure are 

more clarified. This analysis indicates that one can define more appropriate reduced principal 

coordinate subspace for the target region by designing the reference structures.  

 

Figure 7. The stationary points, IRCs, and TOF-MD trajectory for Au5 structural transformation 

projected on the two- or three-dimensional principal coordinate subspace determined by CMDS and 

oCMDS analyses where the NPI isomers are not distinguished, and TSs, MINs, and VRT are denoted 

by circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively, while the structures along the IRCs and trajectories 

(highlighted by light green) are denoted by smaller circles and smaller diamonds, respectively: (a) five 

MINs and 14 TSs in the two-dimensional subspace; (b) 336 reference structures along the 14 IRCs in 

the two-dimensional subspace; (c) 260 reference structures along the seven IRCs in the 

two-dimensional subspace, with one TOF-MD trajectory; (d) 260 reference structures along the seven 

IRCs in the three-dimensional subspace, with one TOF-MD trajectory. In (d), the two-dimensional 

projection on PCo1-PCo2 is also given at the bottom. The color shows the potential energy relative to 

the energy of MIN1. 
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Finally, we discuss a dynamic reaction route of the TOF-MD trajectory on the basis of the 

static reaction path network in a reduced dimension. The previous study based on the distance 

function12 showed that, among 200 trajectories starting from TS1-1d toward MIN1, 62 trajectories 

initially approached to TS1-3a before reaching MIN1. To examine this behavior, we chose one 

trajectory which approaches to TS1-3a, as an example, and projected it in the two-dimensional 

subspace (Fig. 7c) and in the three-dimensional subspace (Fig. 7d) by the oCMDS approach. Figure 7c 

indicates that the trajectory proceeds along the IRC from TS1-1d to TS1-1b region, and deviates from 

the IRC and approaches to TS1-3a region; then, it wonders around TS1-3a, and approaches to MIN1. 

Figure 7d shows the dynamic reaction route in the three-dimensional subspace. In this figure, MIN3, 

TS1-3a, TS1-3b, MIN2, TS1-2, and TS1-1b are located in the negative PCo3 region, and the trajectory 

seems to leave the IRC after passing VRT, approaching to TS1-3a, and returns to the original IRC, 

reaching MIN1 via TS1-1a region. The present analysis reveals the dynamic reaction route on the 

static reaction path network in a reduced dimension. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The IRC is a uniquely-determined one-dimensional reaction path to describe an elementary 

reaction process from reactant to product minima via a first-order saddle point (= TS geometry) on the 

PES. The reaction path concept has played a significant role to understand the reaction mechanism, but 

the definition of IRC depends on only the geometrical feature of PES and does not consider the 

dynamics effect. However, dynamics often play an important role in the elementary reaction process, 

pushing the moving molecule out of the IRC and changing the reaction path to a non-IRC pathway. 

Such a dynamical picture can be analyzed by examining the dynamic reaction route of on-the-fly 

trajectories relative to the static IRC pathway, but the multidimensional nature of the coordinate space 

makes its analysis complex and difficult. 

In this study, we propose a new approach to visualize a dynamic reaction route in the 

reduced-dimensional subspace determined for the IRCs, by employing the out-of-sample CMDS 

(oCMDS) method. As demonstration, the method was applied to the SN2 reaction of OH- + CH3F and 

the structural transformation of Au5 cluster, which were investigated by CMDS in our previous study. 

For the former reaction, the CMDS analysis shows that the IRC is well described by two principal 

coordinates, and on-the-fly trajectories are mapped into this two-dimensional principal coordinate 

subspace. It is shown that the highly-curved region along the IRC works as a bifurcation point leading 

to two different paths (CH3OH + F- dissociation and CH3OH…F- complex) in a dynamical sense, 

which coincides with a chemical intuition. For the Au5 structural transformation, we carried out 

CMDS and oCMDS analyses in two different ways. First, we discussed the reaction path bifurcation 

case by distinguishing the NPI isomers, and confirmed several patterns of IRC-jump from one IRC to 

another IRC. Second, we generated the two- and three-dimensional principal coordinate subspace by 

CMDS for five MINs, 14 TSs, and succeeding structures along the 14 IRCs where the NPI isomers are 

not distinguished, and verified that the profile of two-dimensional network is very similar to the 

previous one determined for only five MINs and 14 TSs. The trajectory was projected in the two- and 
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three-dimensional principal coordinate subspaces by oCMDS, and was analyzed on the basis of the 

static reaction path network. The present oCMDS approach combined with the IRCs and TOF-MD 

simulation can be a robust tool to elucidate the significance of dynamics effect in chemical reaction 

process. 
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